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Upcoming EESCC Events

MONTHLY MEETING
7:00 PM July 6th
Sizzler, Springfield
LARISON ROCK CLEANUP Sat June 18th
9:00 am Please come help!
LARISON ROCK HILLCLIMB
July 2 & 3
Registration is on Motorsport.Reg.
AUTO-X SERIES 5 & 6
Aug 6th & 7th
Willamette Pass Ski Area
BROTHERS COLLECTION TOUR
Bonnie Mueller
The club has arranged an EESCC private tour of
the Brother’s Muscle Car Collection on Sunday
Sept 25th at 1:00 pm-4:30. For those of you who
don’t know about this collection read the
following article from the Statesman Journal:
https://www.statesmanjournal.com/story/news/2022/0
1/29/oregon-secret-muscle-car-museum-brotherscollection-who-what-where/9258810002/
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2022 Officers of EESCC
Upcoming EESCC Events
Brothers Collection Tour arranged
Evo School Recap
Rally Follow Up
Event 3 & 4 Results
Event 3 & 4 Top Ten Drivers
Event 3 & 4 Raw Results
Event 3 & 24Paxed Results
Flyer Events 5 & 6
Larison Rock Flyer

Cost is $20 per person, and we ask that you register
and pay online to get your reservation. We ask that
you be an EESCC member, but you may bring nonclub guests of course!
We hear that this is a wonderful collection, so this
is quite an opportunity as this collection is not open
to the public.
Please join us. Purchase your tickets now to secure
your reservation at: www.eescc.org.
EVO SCHOOL RECAP
Paula Loftin
Success on every level! That's how the EESCC
sponsored Evolution High Performance Driving
School could be described. From the surprisingly
easy way we were able to secure a date and venue,
to the overwhelmingly positive response we
received when we surveyed autocross clubs in the
Pacific Northwest area about their interest. In a few
short weeks, we had enough folks ready to sign up
and Mike Johnson of Evolution started the process
of setting up the event on MSR.
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Once all of our members who wanted to attend had
registered, we opened it to the public and it was
done! We had 24 participants for both days, and had
to cap it there, as Mike was unable to secure a fifth
instructor, which would have enabled us to have the
maximum number of 30 participants. In the end, I
learned that we had a very long list of folks who
wanted to attend. Enough that we could have filled
another school!

were unified in their desire and ability to teach the
Evo curriculum, the basis of which is to look WAY
ahead, and focus on the basics of car placement and
control. I think all of the participants would agree that
they had no idea how far ahead they could actually
look.

We got the opportunity to work with all four
instructors over the course of the two days, which
was beneficial. In retrospect, I realize that each
instructor was giving me the same information, just
This difficulty was due to the fact that Evo instructors in different ways, and that many times I HEARD
are drawn from a group of drivers who compete at
what they were saying, but was still unable to really
the national level, and Spring Nationals were so close DO what they wanted me to… in the moment! By
to our dates, many would-be instructors just weren't
hearing the same basic instruction in different ways, I
available. I have been advised to keep a close eye on was able to finally come to that 'Ah-ha' moment!
the SCCA schedule for next year when thinking
One other very important skill that the instructors
about running another Evo school. Since I'm hoping
employed was to meet each student where they were
our club would once again be willing to sponsor the
in their development as drivers, and give just the right
event, I plan to do just that!
advice to allow us to improve. Someone who was a
very accomplished driver was challenged just as
Before I share some of the highlights of the school, I much as those who were pretty new to the game.
want to thank several of our members who were
especially helpful to me in setting up and running the Day one was designed to allow students to meet the
school. The entire Board, who gave the idea its
instructors and demonstrate current skill levels. The
blessing; Peggy and Tim Steck, who created and
course was a fairly typical autocross course
distributed the interest survey that allowed us to feel
consisting of slaloms, Chicago boxes, some offset
confident that we could fill the school; John Schmidt, gates, a sweeper, and one not-so-typical element, a
who handled communication and technical issues;
small circle that we were to drive around. I found it
Ryan LeBlanc, who stepped up to be our timing guy
unsettling to realize how little car control I had, either
… there would have been no school without him;
not getting close enough, or getting WAY too close
Doug Drouet, who helped with the equipment, hauled to the cones! I heard lots of folks had that same
up the timing trailer, did the morning tech
realization. On that first day, we were allowed one
inspections, was our safety steward, and worked in
course walk. After that, we were just to visualize the
the timing trailer; Clay Hoffman and Tony Gonzales
course, and work from memory!
who provided support setting up timing and being
available for whatever other tasks needed to be
The second day, we didn't walk the course at all! It
handled, and last but not least, Chris Fudge who took was changed up and reversed from day one, but we
fantastic photos throughout the weekend. I also
were required to either look at the map that the head
personally want to say thanks to all our club members instructor showed us as a group while he talked us
who participated in the school… you made it possible through each element, or not look at all, close our
for me to FINALLY get to take part in an Evo
eyes, and just visualize the course as he described it.
School!
Amazingly, this was not as difficult as it sounds!
In our first driver's meeting we met the four
instructors and learned a little about their experience
as drivers and as Evo instructors. They each had their
own ways of teaching and communicating, but they
Continued on next column

By the end of day two, we were using our new skills
to improve not only our times, but more importantly,
our smooth and efficient use of our vehicles.
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Regardless of where you were in your driving
development when you started the school, you found
ways to improve that made the experience extremely
worthwhile. For the more experienced drivers, I know
their learning curves were different, and certainly more
subtle and complex than mine, but the overall
consensus was the same, if you want to improve, you
have to be willing to open yourself up to new ways of
doing things.
In closing, I will say that at the end of the weekend I
was tired, and not altogether sure I was driving that
much better. Then, two weeks later, I went to our
Roseburg event, and using a different car than I had
used at the school, drove better than I have ever
driven! Speaking from the perspective of a fairly
inexperienced driver, it was a startling revelation. For
the first time, I ACTUALLY looked way ahead, knew
exactly where I was going, and could focus on how the
car felt, which allowed me to respond quickly and
efficiently. I felt competent and confident, and had that
nearly mystical experience of 'being one with the car'!
When you get results like that, you know you have had
a life altering educational experience.

road. including one with a covered bridge eventually
brought folks back into Springfield to Round Table pizza.
All fifteen teams finished the event. First place overall
running in the Limited class and cranking a Curta
mechanical calculator was Paul Eklund and Yulia
Smolyansky with 26 seconds of error. Second overall with
a "so close it hurts" score of 27 seconds or error was Larry
Lefebrve and Bill Colish also running in Limited and
cracking a Curta. Third overall and First in SOP (seat of the
pants) class was John Montgomery and Steven Brantley
with 102 second of error. First in Novice and Fourth overall
went to Brad Moffett and Dainelle Kober with 201 second of
error.
Teams appear to enjoy the event and the weather
cooperated providing a warm sunny day which enhanced
the views along the route.

Rally Follow Up
By Simon Levear
Rallymaster

Fifteen teams entered the Emerald Empire Rally held on
May 21st. The event started at the Sizzler in Springfield
and the odometer calibration transit took teams to
Hendrick's Bridge County Park. The first timed section
headed East on Deerhorn and then back West on 126 to
Waterville where the route turn on Camp Creek Road. The
route then followed Camp creek across Marcola Road
becoming Hill Road. Teams proceeded thru the community
of Mohawk and cross Marcola road again following
Sunderman Rd. A quick hop on Marcola road to Old
Mohawk Road and a jog onto McKenzie View Drive lead
teams into a break in Coburg. Heading North out of Coburg
on N Coburg Rd led to some twists and turns, a bridge over
the freeway, and nice drive-up Gap Rd to
Brownsville. Teams then headed East out of Brownsville to
Hwy 228 where they headed East and then South on
Courtney Creek Drive. This led to Timber Road which
diminished to a single lane paved route up and over some
hills eventually passing the shot gun creek recreation area
and reaching Marcola Road. A few departures off Marcola
Continued on next column
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